I am Hiver and my race, the Hiver, hail from Hive. I was
bred and modified to protect the Hive Matriarch. My
breeding included bio-augments that helped in my task of
protection/annihilation- a task I failed at. The Hive has no
need for a failed Hiver. I was to be mulched and
repurposed, but Hiver fled to find new purpose.
Traits • One time Protector and Annihilator in the service
the Hiver Matriarch • Photo-Olfactory navigation • Hivers:
The Scourge of the Know Worlds +1 • Hiver is lost without
a hive, and must create its own hive +1 • Hiver Annihilator
Carapace and Bio-Augment Drone System +3, Pool: 4

Dukun Zagreus Species- Murkcap Concept- Street Shaman Quote“Any reality is an opinion-we make up our own reality.”
Dukun is of a race of Murkcaps who are known for their
hallucinogenic spores and bioluminescence. He made his way from
the underground warrens of Murkcap society to seek out new
adventure. Calm, but darkly spiritual, Dukun uses his knowledge of
psychotropic substances to create mind altering experiences for
interested buyers.
Traits: Psychoactive apothecary affecting extreme levels of
perception, mood, and consciousness +2, Desire to use abilities to
influence others and make connections +2, Navigator of the
unseen +2, Pool: 3
Her people call themselves Avix, her name is Quixakol
(pronounced Kixakol). She is a chronicler (part archivist, part
“anthropologist”, “database”-memory). Natural form is birdlike,
on top of head and between eyes feathers change color with
mood. Natural defense: sound. Shapeshifters, observation and
knowlege of “target-creature”, face can shift immediately.
Quixakol looks coockatoo-like, hummingbird-flight, about 1.10 m.
Part of delegation including emissary (stuffy, older), security her
age, otherwise her opposite. Curious, outgoing and friendly,
connects information instinctively.
Traits: Color-changing feathers, Sound as defense +1,
Shapeshifting, Hummingbird-flight +1, Curious +1, Outgoing,
Friendly, Collects information instinctively +2, Pool: 8

